
Department of Architecture Organized Spring Semester Thesis Jury 

In continuation of its glorious journey, the Department of Architecture of the Ahsanullah 
University of Science and Technology (AUST), has recently organized a ‘Final Year Thesis Jury’ 
of Spring 2019’ semester at its own campus. From 4th February to 6th February, 2020, a total of 
29 students from the 33rd batch presented their diversified thesis projects to the jury board. 

 
Students are presenting their thesis project infront of large audience  

All the students came up with excellent final outcomes in the thesis jury reflecting their whole 
hearted abilities and learning outcomes from previous five years learning and tremendous 
efforts in final semester. The 33rd batch of the Department of Architecture successfully proves 
their capability of dealing with various types and scales of architectural projects. Everyone 
explained their project from chronological process of background study, program analysis, form 
generation process and other related Architectural issues with proper drawing and 3D visual 
rendering.Some mentionable projects which have enormous appreciation by the jurors may 
include Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Novo Theater, Khulna;Jinnat Apparel Industry, Gazipur; 
‘Nijhum Aronno’–A Resort & Visitors Center, Nijhum dwip, Hatia, Noakhali; ‘Karu Nishorgo’–A 
Traditional Handloom Craft Center, Tangail; Barishal Passenger and River Port Terminal, 
Barishal; KhudraNrigosthi Cultural Center, Rangamati; Sylhet Divisional Museum, Kumargaon 
and so on.  

 



 
Jurers are critically evaluating the thesis projects 

 

Passionate interest and active participation of the students from AUST and different colleges 

changed the Department into an enthusiastic and lively place loaded up with merry 

disposition.Recognized academics, AUST alumni, renowned architects and professionals 

attended the program to inspire the students. The respected guests and faculties of the 

Department of Architecture discussed on the design project and gave their thoughtful opinion 

from their professional experience. There were interactive environment with counter discussion, 

appreciation and criticism about the presented projects. Among the respected guests Ar. Meer 

Mobasser Ali, Ar. Mubasshar Hossain, Prof. Dr. Qazi Azizu Mowla, Ar. Planner Tanvir 

Newaz,Ar. Rafi Azam, Ar. Ziaul Islam, Ar. N R Khan, Ar. Nazmul Latif and many other prominent 

practicing architects joined the program. Most of the presented projects were appreciated for 

their heartfull effort, architectural excellence and a successful final outcome. 

The enormous encouragements and support by the Head Prof. Dr. Shehzad Zahir, regular 
supervision of faculty members and the handful guidance of the studio instructors Professor Dr. 
Jesmin Ara Begum, Ar. Ayasha Siddiqua and Ar. Nujaba Binte Kabir also need to be mentioned 
for these wonderful final outcomes. 



  
 

  
Verious architectural thesis projects and their formal presentation 

 
Passing students along with the faculty members and some jurors 

 


